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GLOBAL EBOOKS
PRESENTS

www.global-ebooks.com
SPORTS ARBITRAGE – CASH IN ON THE BIGGEST INTERNET
LOOPHOLE IN THE WORLD!

The authors and publishers of this book have used every effort to ensure that it has been
prepared in the best possible way – however the authors & publisher make no representation
or warranties with respect to the accuracy, applicability or completeness of this books
contents. They disclaim any warranties, merchantabilities or fitness for any particular
purpose. You use this product entirely at your own risk.
It is advisable to read this book through from start to finish before starting to trade. As always
if you are ever in doubt about any part of this process you should always seek professional
advice.

MORE RESALE RIGHTS AT DISCOUNTED PRICES
Do you want resale rights like these that you cannot get in any resale rights club
at discounted prices ($9.97 and under)? Sign up free to the Global Ebooks Resale
Rights Alerts newsletter – you’ll get the first chance to buy unseen resale rights (that
we produce ourselves) and the chance to get them at a huge discount. Send an email
to tukshad@global-ebooks.com with “subscribe resale rights alert”!
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Before Starting - Some Amazing Reports That We Recommend You
Check Out For Yourself:

100 Million mobile phones will be thrown away this year. Each has a
value of between $10 to $95. Here’s how to find hundreds of cell phones
everyday, & sell them to companies desperate to buy them. Click here.

The biggest “work from home” secret is the simplest. You can make over
$500 a day within a year, travel the world (and write it off against your
profits) and have a better lifestyle than you ever thought possible. Join the
few who are living the dream – Import, Export – An Income For Life.

Did you know that there are literally MILLIONS of books, movies,
music, artwork, courses, information and more that you can legally just
take and sell for huge profits? Learn how you could get started with this
today with Public Domain Profits.
Discover How To Obtain Hundreds Of Sold Out Tickets Every Week
That You Can Resell On eBay For HUGE Profits. Click Here.
Find Over 300 Reliable Survey Companies Who Will Pay You From $5
To $75 For Each Survey You Complete For Them. The Ultimate Surveys
For Cash Package With Some Incredible Free Bonuses.
The secrets to huge online profits is all down to advertising in the right
places. Now you can learn exactly where to find millions of free and low
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placed adverts that will get you boatloads of sales everyday. Discover the
Plug In & Profit Advertising Toolkit & send your business profits into
orbit today.
Interested in property to buy or for investment? The same information
that has cost over £1,000 in exclusive courses is now available to you for
just a few pounds. Discover how to develop a huge property portfolio
even if you have no money and are in debt. Comes with a database of
over 30,000 discounted UK properties. Property Auction Bargains.
Did you know that there are thousands of multi-billion dollar companies
who are looking for YOU to help with their market research? You can get
free luxury holidays & cruises, stay in the worlds top hotels, get designer
clothes, get PAID to shop and fill out short surveys. Join the elite and get
started today.
You can get a FREE Car & get paid £1,000 per month to drive around.
How is this possible? Your free car will have an advert placed on it so as
you drive around town it is a form of advertising for the company. Huge
names such as Coca Cola use this method of advertising and it is
currently being used more and more by huge companies to build brand
name. Find out exactly how and where to apply – The Free Car Directory
Need stunning looking eCover graphics? Create stunning covers, CDs,
Binders, Discs etc in just 2 minutes flat with this new point & click
software. Instant Cover Magic.
Find thousands of discounted wholesalers. Top brands at lowest prices
and no minimum charge. UK & USA listings.
Would you like to create stunning arts and crafts, and then sell them for
huge profits? This new, incredible 3 part course shows you how to do just
that. Profitable Crafts Magic.
Do you want to know about the lifestyle secrets that will keep you
healthy & happy? Subscribe to the Online Powerpack newsletter today –
simply send us an email.
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And finally, as a thankyou for purchasing this book you can also
download the “5 Income Streams That No One Knows About”
book – with full resale and giveaway rights from here:
“5 Red Hot Income Streams” Book With Resale Rights
Now lets get on with our Sports Arbitrage eBook…
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INTRODUCTION
Congratulations on purchasing the Global Ebooks guide to
Sports Arbitrage Investment. I have underlined the word
investment because it is vital that you understand this is NOT
gambling in any way. This guide will show you everything you
need to know to produce a regular income from a very profitable
loophole that has been brought about by the internet and the
masses of online bookmakers that have (and continue to) sprung
up. This wonderful little loophole can never be regulated or
closed down and the beauty of it is that as the internet grows, the
number of opportunities that this loophole will make available
will multiply.
Of course you do get details of 2 websites that will actually
show you a list of available arbitrage opportunities on a daily
basis but please read this book through from start to finish
before starting to trade. Knowledge is king in anything and
everything that we do, and this particular knowledge will help
you to achieve a very good income source everyday for as long
as the internet is around. A list of trades is very valuable and
will save you a lot of time once you understand the mechanics
of what we are doing here. However, once you know how to
calculate arbitrage opportunities yourself you will be able to
spot a whole world of investment opportunities that may not be
listed on the websites. In addition, there are certain times when
you should not invest your money and this comprehensive guide
will give you every tip, trick and secret weapon you will ever
need to be successful as a sports arbitrage trader.
You have made an incredibly positive step by purchasing this
guide – I wish you every success in your sports arbitrage career.
Global Ebooks
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CHAPTER 1
As far as we are concerned an arbitrage is simply an anomaly
that exists because the internet has truly made the world of
sports betting an easy and global marketplace. There are now
throngs of online bookies entering the internet betting business more and more are also forming and this is great news for us
because it will only increase the number of already plentiful
arbitrage opportunities that we can pick from. An arbitrage
opportunity is formed when different bookies have different
prices for different outcomes in a particular sporting event. The
bottom line is that we can place bets to cover both (all)
outcomes with different bookies and get back more than we
invested. The best way is to investigate with an example:

Example
During a ladies single game at Wimbledon between Davenport
and Clijsters the bookies Tote and Victor Chandler priced the
outcomes differently:
Tote - 3/1 Clijsters to win
Victor Chandler - 2/5 Davenport to win
To return £100 with Victor Chandler above we would have to
invest £71.42. To return £100 with Tote for a Clijsters win we
would have to invest £25. Our total collective investment would
be just £96.42 - and whoever won the game our total return
would be £100. We have just made a guaranteed 3.58% on your
money within 2 hours. You can find plenty of these arbitrage
opportunities each and every week.
How did we calculate how much investment is required to return
£100 (including our stake)? We do a very simple calculation:
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1. With V.C. the odds for a Davenport win was 2/9. To find out
how much you need to invest to return £100 simply make the
following calculation:
(a) 2/5 + 1 = 1.4
(b) 100/1.4 = £71.43
2. With Tote the odds for a Clijsters win was 3/1. To return
£100 (including our stake):
(a) 3/1 + 1 = 4
(b) 100/4 = £25
Total Investment (£71.43 + £25) = £96.42
Total Return REGARDLESS OF OUTCOME £100
Total Profit (£100 - £96.42) = £3.58 risk free.
Do you see the beauty of this? No matter who won the game
you are guaranteed a certain profit of 3.58% - this is a
phenomenal return for an investment lasting just a couple of
hours that carries absolutely zero risk. The great news is that
arbitrage opportunities like these happen many times on a daily
basis.
Example 2
In an NFL game between Atlanta & Jacksonville the
bookmakers priced the game in the following way:
Atlanta 1.85 at Gamebookers
Jacksonville 2.50 at William Hill
Is there an arbitrage opportunity here? Absolutely:
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1. To return £100 with Gamebookers we need to invest
(100/1.85 for an Atlanta win) £54.
2. To return £100 with William Hill we need to invest
(100/2.5 for a Jacksonville win) £40.
Our total investment for a guaranteed win (£54 + £40) is £94.
Our 100% guaranteed risk free return is (£100 - £94) £6.
The return in this real life example is 6%

Do you now see why you can never possibly lose when using
arbitrage? You know your exact profit before a ball is even
kicked or a stroke played. You need no knowledge of the sports
that you bet on. You simply make this easy calculation, put on
your bets and collect your free cash.
What you have learned with these real life examples is the
outrageously simple calculation that we do to determine whether
an arbitrage opportunity is present. In later chapters you’re
going to discover the secrets on how to uncover as many
arbitrage opportunities a day as you want. There are certain
places where high paying arbitrage opportunities can be cherry
picked, and once you know the easy secrets behind this you’ll be
well on your way to making as much money as you want
everyday for just a few minutes of work. And of course, you’ll
also get those two websites that will actually list the real-time
arbitrage opportunities available to you right now! Just place
your investments and collect your cash in a couple of hours.

WHY DO ARBITRAGE OPPORTUNITIES OCCUR?
Arbitrage opportunities occur when there are differences of
opinion on a particular sporting event between two or more
bookmakers. Remember that thanks to globalization and the
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internet you can use an online bookmaker who is based
anywhere in the world. There are many reasons why
bookmakers may offer wildly different odds on the same
sporting event. For a start, many bookmakers overstretch
themselves when offering odds – they try and cover every
possible market to get as many customers as possible. This is
great news for us because in doing so they will sometimes offer
odds on events that they have little or no expert knowledge in.
For example, a bookmaker in the USA may know very little
about English Division 2 football games, and yet offer odds on
them. In contrast, an English bookmaker will be much more
“clued up” as to the likely outcomes from the same games. The
result? Wildly different odds on the same games, and a feast of
arbitrage opportunities and free money for us. And remember,
everyday more and more online bookmakers are entering the
highly lucrative online gambling market – this is great news for
us because the number of juicy arbitrage opportunities will grow
well into the future! Also, bookmakers are busy people – and
when they are forced to offer odds in pressurized situations they
can sometimes make mistakes! Again – leading to a nice stream
of easy arbitrage pickings.

READING THE ODDS IN DIFFERENT
BOOKMAKERS
This part of the eBook will help you get to grips with reading
the ways that bookies express their odds. It would be good if all
bookies globally just displayed their odds in a uniform way, but
across the world they show them differently:
(a) Fractions - e.g. 2/1 3/1 etc
A lot of UK bookies will express odds as fractions. The top
figure is the profit achieved and the bottom figure is the
investment required to achieve that profit. So 2/1 means £2
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profit from an investment of £1. 1/3 means a profit of £1 from
an investment of £3 and so on.
(b) Decimals - A lot of European bookies express odds in terms
of decimals e.g. 1.5, 3.4 etc
What you have to remember about decimals is that your stake
has been included in the return - so 3.5 means your total return
including stake is £3.5.
To convert a decimal into a fraction is to simply deduct 1 from
the decimal - so a decimal price of 3.0 isn’t 3/1 it's 2/1.
To calculate your return on a decimal bet just multiply it be your
stake. So a £10 bet on 3.0 odds returns £30.
(c) US Odds
US odds have a + or - in front of them. If positive it shows your
profit for every 100 staked. Thus £100 at +400 would mean you
get a total return of £500 (and a profit of £400). If it has a
negative sign it shows how much you need to stake to achieve a
£100 profit. So -400 means you would need to bet £400 to win
£100.
We have covered the basics of how to calculate an arbitrage in
this chapter. Now things are going to get much more interesting
as you’re about to learn exactly how to identify easy arbitrage
opportunities and apply them for easy profits everyday!
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CHAPTER 2
Now we have a firm understanding of how arbitrage works,
what causes them and the mechanics of the odds system we're
going to see how best to spot them, and how to organise your
time for maximum efficiency. As said previously, while you
will get details of two websites that will give you a list of
potential arbitrage opportunities the objective here is to provide
you with all the knowledge, tips and tricks to identify arbitrage
opportunities for yourself – anytime you wish.
As an arbitrage trader it's vital that you construct a daily
checklist of events that you wish to investigate. It's very handy
to buy a diary specifically for your arbitrage trades and jot down
the specific events you'll be hunting for arbitrages in. Make this
a routine - for instance, perhaps on a particular Saturday you
want to check the English football Premiership fixtures, the
tennis fixtures and the one day cricket series between India and
England. Do not randomly hunt for arbitrage opportunities
without a system firmly in place.
Now that you've identified the list of events you're going to
attack today, what do you do next? Let's start with the tennis
fixtures between player A & player B in the below example. We
will see how to go about organising ourselves to see if an
arbitrage opportunity exists:
Example
You find out that the odds for Player A are as below:
Player A To Win
W.Hill 2/5
Ladbrokes 2/6
Eurobet 2/7
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Scandibet 2/7
VC 2/6
And for player B…
Player B To Win
W.Hill 2/1
Ladbrokes 5/2
Eurobet 3/1
Scandibet 5/2
VC 2/1
Here it's obvious that the best 2 prices are 2/9 for player A
(W.Hill) and 3/1 for player B (Eurobet). Does an arbitrage
opportunity exist here? Yes:
To return a total of say £1000 on player A with W.Hill we need
to invest (2/5+1 = 1.4...then £1000/1.4) £714.28
To return a total of £1000 on player B with Eurobet we need to
invest (3/1+1 = 4...then £1000/4) £250
Our total investment to return £1000 whichever player wins is
just £964. This is a clear arbitrage opportunity and you would
then place £714.28 with W.Hill on player A and a further £250
with Eurobet on player B. At the end of the match you will
pickup a certain profit of £35.72 - finding just 3 arbitrage
opportunities a day of this kind (very achievable) will give you a
daily profit of £107.16 - and a tax free monthly income of over
£3000.
The traditional way to approach sports arbitrage trading is to
have a daily list of sporting events and work through them one
by one. The sports calendar that is provided with this guide will
be very valuable to you as it details the major sporting events
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that take place every month. As you can see there are so many
that the number of arbitrage opportunities that will become
available to you will be more than you could ever invest in.
If you take this systematic approach with each sporting event
you have on your checklist your chances of finding an arbitrage
are very good. However there are a couple of free websites that
will help you identify even more arbitrage opportunities. You
should bookmark every website in this guide in a special
“arbitrage folder”. The websites you should become familiar
with are:
(a) www.betbrain.com - Has a wide range of sports and events
to choose from and gives you the current odds of a number of
bookies covering these events. This site is particularly good for
identifying soccer arbitrage opportunities - it also has a section
which highlights bookies information - this is useful because it's
important that the bookies you use have the same trading rules that way in the event of a freak occurrence (e.g. match being
abandoned) you are not left in a situation where one bookie pays
out and the other does not.
(b) www.infobetting.com - Has a long list of bookies and very
useful for finding tennis arbitrage situations.

Next we will go through the specific strategies you should be
aware of when looking for arbitrage opportunities in each of the
specific sports that give the best arbitrage opportunities.
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CHAPTER 3
ARBITRAGE IN SOCCER
The next couple of chapters will help you focus on finding
arbitrage opportunities in particular sports, and the tools, tricks,
tips, bookies and websites that you should use for each. This
information is priceless and has taken years to formulate and
perfect.
We will start with soccer, where arbitrage opportunities are
almost endless thanks to global coverage of every major league
in the world. The best arbitrage opportunities are to be found in
the standard '90 minute result' category.
Odds comparison sites such as betbrain are very useful in
finding soccer arbitrage opportunities - there are so many
bookmakers that offer soccer results - and that's a very good
thing for us. It ensures many opportunities to pickup free cash
exist.
It's important to note that in UK many of the bookies will
compile similar odds so you wouldn't find many arbitrage
opportunities between say 2 UK bookies in an English
Premiership game. There are however different odds to be found
with European bookmakers which of course leads to arbitrage
opportunities. In your quest to hunt down arbitrage investments
you should open accounts with as many online bookies across
the world as you can. The bookies you should take special note
of with soccer are:
1. www.bet365.com
2. www.wsex.com (stands for World Sports Exchange in case
you wondered)
3. www.bluesquare.com
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4. www.sportingodds.com
5. www.stanleybet.com
One of the best soccer tips is to start looking at lower leagues
first and work your way up instead of the other way around remember there are very few experts on lower league football so
more price differences are likely to exist here and so more
arbitrage opportunities can be found.
Get News Before The Bookies
Remember that with soccer you will find that breaking news
will change odds dramatically. The good news is that some
bookies are much less responsive than others in changing odds
to breaking news and this results in arbitrage opportunities being
created. Probably the most famous example of this was the one
below:
Example
In an Israel vs Austria world cup qualifying match Israel were
playing at home. Due to fear of terrorism about 9 Austrian
players backed out which of course weakened the team
considerably - of course not all bookies responded to the news
quickly - and at one stage the combination of odds included:
Israel win 11/10
Draw 5/2
Austria win 4/1
It was possible to pickup a profit of £40 on an investment of
£1000 just for knowing your soccer news.
Other Soccer Markets – Arbitrage opportunities can be found
in other soccer markets such as corners and total goals but these
are harder to find and your main hunt should be in the results
after 90 minutes area as we have talked about.
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**Important Tip For ALL Your Arbitrage Trades
This applies to all your arbitrage investments you should always
round up or down when you place a bet as it makes you less
conspicuous. A bet such as £234.67 looks a little odd compared
with £235. There is nothing illegal about arbitrage trading but if
a bookmaker suspects you are an arbitrage trader they may try
and restrict your bets. Another tip that applies to any sport is
that you should always secure the best price first (the one that is
out of line with what other bookies are offering) - as this price
may not last.
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CHAPTER 4
ARBITRAGE IN TENNIS
There are always big differences between the compilers of
different bookmakers and tennis always produces many
arbitrage opportunities.
The 2 best odds comparison sites for tennis arbitrage are
www.tip-ex.com and www.infobetting.com .

IMPORTANT TIP FOR ALL YOUR ARBITRAGE
TRADING!
The biggest caution when finding tennis arbitrage opportunities
is to be aware that there are sometimes different bookmaker
rulings when a player retires from a game.
Some bookmakers will payout in the event of a player having to
retire, and others wont. When finding tennis arbitrage
opportunities it's important to ensure both bookmakers that you
place bets with have the same rules in the event of a retired
player.
It is also the same for any sporting event where bookmakers
offer odds on. As a rule you must make sure that you are aware
of which bookmakers have the same rules and which do not.
This is very easy to do by going to the bookmakers website and
reading the rules.
Remember that the websites that you will use to look up the
daily arbitrage opportunities will not be able to distinguish
which bookmakers have the same rules and which do not. Of
course an abandoned game in any sport is highly unlikely but
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we do not wish to leave anything to chance so develop this good
practice early on in your sports arbitrage career!
The below are just some of bookmakers who have produced
good tennis arbitrage trading opportunities in the past. Of course
don't count out others and always look to open as many accounts
with bookmakers as possible. This will really maximise your
earning potential with sports arbitrage.
1. www.bet365.com
2. www.betinternet.com
3. www.unibet.com
4. www.willhill.com
5. www.ladbrokes.com
Tennis is a good sport for finding arbitrage opportunities - and it
runs pretty much all through the year so it's worth getting
involved with it as it will get you arbitrage opportunities allyear-round.
Just to illustrate, at the time of writing the draw for the
Wimbledon first round had just been made - and as usual threw
up a feast of arbitrage opportunities to pick and choose from.
Within minutes the following matches offered free money for
the taking:

1. Raymond (1.36 with Unibet) vs Fortez (4.5 with Stanbet)
giving a return of 4.44%
2. Mallise (1.33 with Unibet) vs Saulnier (4.5 with Skybet)
giving a return of 2.56%
3. Gimelstob (1.62 with Stanbet) vs Labadze (2.92 with Expekt)
giving a return of 4.57%
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4. Boutter (1.45 with Unibet) vs Galvani (3.5 with Stan James)
giving a return of 2.45%
5. Krajan (3.0 with The Greek) vs Massu (1.57 with Betabet)
giving a return of 2.98%
The important point to remember here is that this is not at all
unusual - if anything the results were a little on the low side in
producing juicy high % arbitrage opportunities, but even so
there were more opportunities than could possibly be used.
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CHAPTER 5
ARBITRAGE IN OTHER SPORTS
CRICKET
There are plenty of arbitrage opportunities to be found in
cricket. But as with tennis it's important to understand different
bookmaker rules. In county cricket this means knowing how
bookmakers treat drawn matches - by far most will refund stakes
in the event of a draw but a few firms do not.
In the national one day games, again you have to see how
bookmakers will treat a tie - most will return stakes but again
there are a couple of firms that do not. Once you check the rules
once you will be comfortable placing arbitrage bets & making a
consistent income from them.
The key to finding arbitrage opportunities in international
cricket is to have a large number of foreign betting accounts.
Different bookmakers operate to different profit margins (and
foreign ones often take lower margins which create arbitrage
opportunities between them and the UK).
Some of the best bookies for cricket arbitrage include:
1. www.canbet.com
2. www.centrebet.com
3. www.iasbet.com
4. www.cricketbet.com.au
5. www.bet365.com
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As with football keep an eye on the cricket news for events that
can change prices (quickly with some bookies and very slowly
with others, thus creating a nice pick of arbitrage opportunities).
Sites such as www.cricinfo.com are very useful for this.

GOLF
Your best place to find golf arbitrage opportunities are in the 2
or 3 ball bets where bookies will pick either 2 or 3 golfers, the
object of course is to back the best one.
You can try looking for arbitrage situations in 2 ball betting but
they are less common - always check for 3 balls first.
Some of the best sites for golf arbitrage opportunities are:
1. www.eurobet.co.uk
2. www.ladbrokes.com
3. www.sportingodds.com
4. www.blucsq.com
As with any form of betting always check the bookie rules in
case of exceptional events. Make this a rule and you will never
go wrong.

SNOOKER
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A difficult sport to predict means that opinions among
bookmakers are widely divided - and this of course creates a
hatful of arbitrage opportunities for us.
Again (and I do not apologise if I keep mentioning this as it
really is critical) it is important to check the different bookmaker
rules in the (very) unlikely event of an abandoned match. Some
bookmakers will call off bets while others will regard the player
that goes on to the next round as the winner. Where the
bookmaker rules are different do NOT place bets - no matter
how unlikely a match is to be abandoned we are after RISK
FREE profits and should leave nothing to chance. The
bookmakers that often create arbitrage opportunities in snooker
are listed below:
1. www.sportingodds.com
2. www.totalbet.com
3. www.bluesq.com
4. Stan James (telephone bets only although you can view odds
online)
5. www.tote.com
6. www.willhill.com
7. www.ladbrokes.com

MOTOR RACING
While MR arbitrage opportunities are not as common as those in
the sports we've covered so far, they can produce some high
paying ones when they occur. The 3 categories here are
qualification, race and classification.
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Qualification - Here 2 drivers race against each other but odds
can change quite substantially as the day nears. Some
bookmakers take the drivers practice runs seriously (and hence
modify odds accordingly) while others do not.
This of course can create some very tasty arbitrage opportunities
for us. The best way to spot them here is to create a table of
odds before practice - and check the same odds immediately
after to see where arbitrage chances have been formed.
Race - Bookies select 2 drivers and the driver finishing highest
out of the 2 in the race is the bet winner. There are some big
arbitrage investment opportunities to be had here - again
because some bookies change their odds as they see practice
results, and others just leave their original odds untouched.
Classification - A driver is 'classified' if he finishes 90% of a
race, and odd compilers also have massive differences in
opinions here that is great for us. The bookies worth looking at
for motor racing are:
1. www.bet247.com
2. www.sportingodds.com
3. www.surreysports.com
4. Stan James (Telephone)
5. www.bet365.com
6. www.eurobet.com
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CHAPTER 6
FINDING IN-RUNNING ARBITRAGE
OPPORTUNITIES
An in-running game is one where the game has already started.
It is possible to find arbitrage opportunities with these but these
tend to be far more dynamic and it is advisable to use in-running
only after the basic form of arbitrage has been mastered.
One of the reasons that in-running arbitrage opportunities are so
plentiful is that bookmakers do not have time to consider all
things when quoting odds - you can quite literally feast on
arbitrage income everyday with in-running bets if you know
where to look. We'll look at in running arbitrage opportunities
sport by sport.

CRICKET
If you've ever seen a cricket game you'll know that just one
wicket can change the direction of the game - as well as
bookmaker odds that create a bountiful supply of arbitrage
opportunities as the game develops.
With cricket the the arbitrage chance will tend to form only after
an entire innings has been played out - in the second innings, as
the wickets and boundaries begin to accumulate you will see
more and more arbitrage situations being formed before your
eyes. These can be found not only in the results category but
also in total runs betting. Cricket is certainly one of the best
sports to profit from arbitrage, both pre-match as well as inrunning - and don’t forget, bookmakers sometimes have to price
bets with a view to balance their books rather than setting them
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realistically based on the probable outcome. This applies to
every sport and is fantastic news for the arbitrage trader.

FOOTBALL
Steer clear of the result after 90 minutes area for in-running
football. The fact is (and it can be a little surprising) there just
aren't enough opportunities here to make it worth looking at.
The last corners market is much better if you wish to find inrunning football arbitrage situations - a 2 possibility event and
plenty of 'out-of-date' prices (as most bookies see this as a
secondary importance market, much to our delight). Wait until
the last quarter of the match, and if the match changes
dramatically (e.g. a goal is scored) you will find out of date
prices that you can just secure. Remember that bookies will
close the market with 80 minutes gone on the clock - remember
this when placing a late arbitrage trade.

OTHERS
A moderate amount of arbitrage opportunities can be found with
GOLF but patience is required, and your best chances are when
a tournament is limited to 3 potential winners. Arbitrage
opportunities tend to be found more often in the European tour.
With SNOOKER it takes just one moment to completely
change a game. It's worthwhile following the in-running details
and odds to see if there are any easy pickings to be had.
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CHAPTER 7
TIPS, TRICKS & STRATEGIES

ALWAYS LOOK FOR THE ARBITRAGE
So far we've looked at a number of different sports that are
likely to produce many arbitrage opportunities for you to feast
on. You've already seen how just a couple of ordinary arbitrage
opportunities that appear everyday can make you £100 in daily
tax free profit for the least bit of work. However one thing you
should never forget, is that any bet that the bookmakers offer, be
it in sports, politics or generally just about anything (e.g. betting
on Big Brother) is likely to produce arbitrage income
opportunities for you. So wherever there is a bet, look for
arbitrage income.
You're not in this business because you're interested in the sport
or event you're placing an arbitrage investment on. No, you're
here to make money and maximise your profit whether Man
United beat Arsenal or the Green Party win the general
elections. You don't care about the result because you're going
to be taking money from just about every bet that the
bookmakers can offer. Possibly the best thing is that you can
start of with as little or as much money as you want.
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THE SYSTEM
All bookmakers put their customers into categories. These
include the 'loser' tag (i.e. this guy is completely hopeless at
betting and all his bets should be encouraged) right upto the
'dangerous/unprofitable' tag - a better who tends to win more
often than not. From your point of view, the more loser tags you
can get, the better as you don't want to be labelled as an investor
who takes money from the bookies - or they may just refuse to
trade with you! So how do you avoid this from happening? This
and other issues are looked at below.
1. Don't place bets with decimals - If the 2 sides of your
proposed arbitrage investment required investments of £109.87
and £455.18 round them up/down to £110 and £455. This looks
much more like a 'normal' bet, and you're less likely to set off
alarm-bells with bookies.
2. Family - where possible use family and friends to set-up
accounts with bookies if you have been tagged as unprofitable
and they refuse to trade with you.
3. Where you know you have had a series of wins with a
particular bookie, make an extra special effort to try and place
the losing end of an arbitrage with him. This should lower your
chances of getting tagged.
4. If you're refused a certain amount that you're trying to secure
an arbitrage for, then try again after a little while. It's not
uncommon to find that your full amount will be accepted just
minutes after initially being refused.
5. There are certain types of equipment you can invest in to
improve your efficiency at making high % arbitrage. For a start,
a mobile phone is very useful - you probably already have one,
but if not think about getting one. It's very useful as you can
place a bet with a bookie (on their freephone number usually)
while placing the other end of the arbitrage at the same time
online.
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6. In the event of a betting dispute check the www.ibas.co.uk
website (Independent Betting Arbitration Service) for advice.
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CHAPTER 8
YEARLY SPORTS CALENDAR
It doesn't matter what time of year it is, you will always find
plenty of opportunities to secure arbitrage income. There are
numerous major events every month, and these are covered by a
large number of bookmakers all over the world - this really does
result in a steady flow of arbitrage income all year round. The
calendar below will help you plan your arbitrage trading for
each particular month.
JANUARY
Darts - World Championship
Golf - Kapalua Championship
Tennis - ATP & WTA tours
Darts - BDO World Championship
American Football - NFL
Golf - Honolulu Open
Golf - South African Open
American Football - AFC/NFC Wildcard Playoffs
Tennis - Australian Open
Golf - Bob Hope Classic
Golf - Alfred Dunhill Championship
American Football - AFC & NFC Divisional Playoffs
Golf - Phoenix Open
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Snooker - Regal Welsh Open
Golf - Perth Classic
American Football - AFC/NFC Championship
Golf - Melbourne Classic

February
Golf - Pebble Beach National Pro-Am
Tennis - WTA/ATP Tours
American Football - Super Bowl
Snooker - English Masters
Golf - Buick
Golf - ANZ Championship
Tennis - Davis Cup
American Football - AFC/NFC Pro Bowl
Golf - Nissan Open
Golf - World Golf Championship

March
Snooker - China Open
Tennis - ATP/WTA events
Golf - Genuity Championship
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Golf - Malaysian Open
F1 - Australian Grand Prix
Snooker - Thailand Masters
Golf - Coral Springs Classic
Golf - Dubai Desert Classic
Golf - Bay Hill
Golf - Quatar Masters
F1 - Malasian Grand Prix
Golf - The Players Championship
Snooker - Irish Masters
Golf - Madeira Island Open
Golf - Houston Open
Golf - Open de Canarias
F1 - Brazilian Grand Prix

April
Tennis - WTA/ATP events
Golf - Sugarloaf Classic
Golf - Algarve Open
Tennis - Davis Cup (Rd 2)
Snooker - Regal Scottish Open
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Golf - Masters Tournament
F1 - San Marino Grand Prix
Golf - Head Island Classic
Basketball - NBA Playoffs
Snooker - World Championship
Golf - Greater Greensboro Classic
Golf - The Seve Trophy
Tennis - Fed Cup
F1 - Spanish Grand Prix

May
Golf - New Orleans Classic
Tennis - ATP/WTA Events
Golf - French Open
Golf - Byron Nelson Classic
Golf - International Open
F1 - Austrian Grand Prix
Golf - Fort Worth Colonial
Golf - German Open
Golf - Memorial Tournament
Golf - PGA Championship
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F1 - Monaco Grand Prix
Tennis - French Open
Golf - Victor Chandler British Masters

June
Golf - Long Valley Open
Golf - British Masters
Basketball - NBA Finals
Golf - Buick Classic
Golf - English Open
F1 - Canadian Grand Prix
Golf - US Open
Tennis - ATP/WTA Events
Golf - Greater Hartford Open
Golf - Great North Open
F1 - European Grand Prix
Golf - St Jude Classic
Tennis - All England Championship
Golf - Irish Open

July
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Golf - Illinois Open
Golf - Dublin Open
F1 - British Grand Prix
Golf - Greater Milwaukee Open
Tennis - WTA/ATP Events
Golf - Scottish Open
Golf - New York Open
Golf - British Open
Tennis - Fed Cup QF
F1 - French Grand Prix
Golf - John Deer Classic
Golf - TNT Open
F1 - German Grand Prix
Golf - Colorado International

August
Golf - Qwest Int
Tennis - ATP/WTA Events
Golf - Volvo Scandinavian Masters
Golf - Buick Open
Golf - Celtic Manor Resort Wales Open
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Golf - US PGA Championship
Golf - North West Ireland Open
F1 - Hungarian Grand Prix
Golf - NEC Invitational
Golf - Reno Tahoe Open
Golf - Washington Golf Championship
Golf - Scottish PGA Championship
Golf - Southern England Championship
Tennis - US Open
Golf - BMW International Open

September
F1 - Belgian Grand Prix
Golf - Canadian Open
Golf - European Masters
American Football - NFL
Golf - Pennsylvanian Classic
Tennis - WTA/ATP Events
Golf - German Masters
F1 - Italian Grand Prix
Golf - Tampa Bay Classic
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Golf - WGC American Express Championship
Tennis - Davis Cup
Golf - Texas Open
Golf - Ryder Cup
F1 - USA Grand Prix

October
Golf - Kingsmill Championship
Tennis - ATP/WTA Events
Golf - Las Vegas Classic
Golf - Lancome Trophy
F1 - Japanese Grand Prix
Golf - National Golf Classic
Golf - World Match Play
Golf - Buick Challenge
Golf - Spanish Open

November
Golf - Atlanta Tour Championship
Tennis - ATP/WTA Events
Golf - Southern Farm Bureau Classic
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Tennis - Fed Cup
Golf - Volvo Masters
Tennis - Masters Cup

December
Tennis - Davis Cup Final
Golf - WGC EMC2 World Cup
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CHAPTER 9
2 WEBSITES THAT WILL LIST POTENTIAL
ARBITRAGE OPPORTUNITIES EVERYDAY
This guide has armed you with all the knowledge you need to be
a fine sports arbitrage trader. However finding arbitrage
opportunities everyday can be a time consuming process so the
websites given below are absolutely priceless to minimise the
time you spend searching for arbitrage opportunities.
The below websites will show you the available arbitrage
opportunities on a daily basis - in fact they are updated regularly
as and when more arbitrage opportunities develop during the
day. However please do note that these websites are not
associated with this book or it’s authors in any way so you use
them entirely at your own risk.
There are also subscription services providing the same
information, only they charge hundreds a year for the same
information.
Please ensure you read the guidance tips below - there are
certain situations where you may not be able to use the bets on
the website.
1. Odds Exchange
(http://www.oddsexchange.com/servlet?cat=surebets)
2. Betbrain (http://www.betbrain.com/odds/surebets.jsp?site=0)
BONUS THIRD WEBSITE
3. Zazewe (http://www.zazewe.com/free/dms/DMS.HTM)
There are 2 main points in using these sites to find your daily
arbitrage opportunities:
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1. Sometimes, some of the bookmakers listed will not accept
single bets - this should not happen often but when it is the case
you cannot use the bet as part of your arbitrage trade. Move onto
the next trade.
2. When all the bets can be placed as singles there is one last
VITAL step you need to take to ensure your risk-free arbitrage
return. It is very simple but very important - check all the
bookmakers rules in the event of an abandoned game. While this
may seem unlikely, this sort of thing can happen in sport. Most
bookmakers have standardised rules in such events but you
should check with each bookie that you place your arbitrage
investments with anyway. For example in some cases you may
find that bookmaker A will payout depending on who
technically won the tie (even if by default - e.g. tennis player
going through by default because his opponent got injured),
while bookmaker B will call off all bets and return your stake.
As mentioned while such events are rare it is advised that when
bookmakers rules in such instances are different you do NOT
place the arbitrage investment. All bookmaker sites will have
contact information and a list of rules where this information
can be discovered.
That's it - just two simple rules that you should be aware of
when placing arbitrage investments using the above three sites.
You will find on many days that you can easily place 10 or more
healthy (over 2%) arbitrage investments using these sites. This
is free and easy money and you should make the most of this.
The information in this guide is worth its weight in gold. As we
are at the end, my advice is to read it through again and start
making some practice arbitrage trades. Once you realise that
you're making profits 100% of the time you will feel much more
comfortable investing your real money. There are people
working a couple of hours a day who are making a full time
living from arbitrage trading - with what you have learned here,
you can trade with the best of them within a couple of weeks of
practice. Best of luck!
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Remember…
Do you want resale rights like these that you cannot get in any resale rights club
at discounted prices ($9.97 and under)? Sign up free to the Global Ebooks Resale
Rights Alerts newsletter – you’ll get the first chance to buy unseen resale rights (that
we produce ourselves) and the chance to get them at a huge discount. Send an email
to tukshad@global-ebooks.com with “subscribe resale rights alert”!
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